
HERBAGEUM!
( REGISTERED. )

»

DIRECTIONS FOR FEEDING

TO COWS, HOGS AND HORSES.
One tablespoonful twice a day is ample. Animals out of condition may receive double 

that quantity to start with. When fed regularly every day to dairy cattle throughout the 
fall, winter and spring, many find that even rather less than a tablespoonful twice a day is 
sufficient.

THE PRICE OF HERBAGEUM
is $12 per 100 lbs. ; and the cost per day for thriving stock is not, at the outside 
cent per head. The cost is more than offset by increased returns in flesh and milk. As 
Herbageum ensures full assimilation of food, there is in many cases a large saving of feed 
over and above the gains through increased flesh or milk.

BETTER CALVES ensured by feeding Herbageum to your cows before calving.
BETTER LAMBS ensured by feeding Herbageum to your ewes before lambing.
BETTER PIGS ensured by feeding your sows Herbageum before farrowing.
BETTER COLTS ensured by feeding Herbageum to your mares lie fore foaling.
Especial care, however, should be taken with your cows, mares, sows and ewes, to see 

that the regular grain ration is not too heavy. Herbageum secures the full nutrition in the 
food, and less is required. The full assimilation of an ordinary ration at such time may 
result in the laying on of more flesh or fat than the animal can safely carry.

As Herbageum enriches the milk, it is not safe (as a rule, though there are exceptions) 
to feed it to animals while suckling young, unless they have been fed it immediately previ
ous thereto, as the enriched milk may cause scouring.
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CALVES, SHEEP AND YOUNG PIGS.
One tablespoonfull twice a day is sufficient for three calves, sheep or young pigs.
It is remarkably good for fattening lambs, and fed regularly to sheep and lambs is better 

than a sheep dip for cleaning out ticks.

POULTRY.
For poultry of all kinds it is unsurpassed either for keeping them in health, for fattening, 

or for increasing the egg production. It prevents disease with young chicks and saves the 
usual heavy loss among young turkeys. One tablespoonful is sufficient at each feed for 
about 15 or 20 hens. Moderate feeding ensures better flavored eggs and flesh, while 
quantity of Herbageum would give an unpleasant flavor. The same principle applies to 
cows—too large a quantity would flavor milk and butter.
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HERBAGEUM IS NOT SOLD IN BULK.
It is only sold in 4 or 8 lb. paper sacks, with the word “ Herbageum ” (registered) thereon, 
but as the extra cost is only 28 cents per barrel, it is no object to have it in bulk. Beware 
of any goods sold otherwise, as unscrupulous dealers have offered bulk goods as Herbageum. 
It is manufactured only by

THE BEAVER MANUFACTURING CO.. GALT, ONT.
Send for a pamphlet, mentioning Our Home.


